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 A state of Emergency has been declared in 

Oizumi Town to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Eighteen patients infected with COVID-19 have been 

confirmed in August and September (based on the 

announcement by Gunma Prefecture as of September 16th, 

2020). On the basis of the current situation above and a 

proposal by Tatebayashi-Oura Medical Association, Oizumi 

Town declared the "State of Emergency" for protection of 

inhabitants' life and health.

As for economical impact, I think that this situation gives 

uneasiness to those who run service industries such as a 

restaurant in particular before selling the premium gift 

certificate, but I made the painful decision to protect 

inhabitants' life and health first.

Now, wrongful discrimination, prejudices, bullyng, or etc. 

related to COVID-19 should not exist. Please never do 

harassment and slandering in an absolute.  

I will make effort that inhabitants can go for eating out and 

shopping with a smile. 

 To hate Corona, 

 but Not to hate People and Not to hurt People

1. Target Area: Whole Area in Oizumi Town

2. Target Persons: Inhabitants and Vistors to the town

3. Period: from September 18th (Fri.) to September 30th (Wed.)

                  (This period may be extended according to the situation.) 
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1. Both adults and children, behave having self-awareness for infection 

    prevention.

2. Refrain from unnecessary going out which increases a risk of infection.

3. Avoid three C's and self-restrain from having a meal with many people 

    such as a dinner party.

4. Practice measures for "Not catching the infection and Not giving 

    the infection", and pay attention to those who may become serious 

    condition particularly such as elderlies, pregnant mothers, and persons 

    who have an underlying disease.

5. Observe "Guideline for Reopening the Social Economic Action" 

    and you are requested to take prevention measures against COVID-19 

    strongly.

6. Refrain from gathering such as BBQ, because gathering people makes a 

    risk increase even though it is outdoors.

※Please refer to the Gunma Prefecture web-site about Informtion of 

    infected patients.  

       https://www.pref.gunma.jp/07/z87g_00016.html
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If you are concerned that you may have caught the infection...

Contact the Call-Center for COVID-19 

   9:00～21:00: ☎0570-082-820 

   Other Hours: ☎027-223-1111 

※ When you visit medical institutions, consult about your symptoms 

     by phone in advance.


